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What’s in the GBF?



What is missing in the GBF
• Many targets are vague
• Fails to recognise continued problems with over-

utilisation of systems
• Some are non-functional; how can ocean resilience to 

acidification be increased without geoengineering?
• Many targets require identification of key areas-but 

how are these recognised when many areas lack data?
• Precaution and horizon scanning removed



Monitoring framework
• The monitoring framework aims to help implementation 

of the GBF through providing the metrics to chart 
progress
• This includes various types of indicators, including 

headline indicators, complementary and constituent 
indicators, as well as a set of binary indicators
• These indicators are also likely to be key to success of 

the GBF
• -range of widely accepted datasets and methodologies 

including the redlist of species, the redlist of 
ecosystems, and quantifiable targets around protection 
and population-size



Using the framework-SMART?

• Specific 
• Measurable
• Achievable
• Relevant
• Timebound?

Not biodiversity 
indicators

Ensure that the management and use of wild species are sustainable, thereby providing social, economic and environmental benefits for people





So…If indicators are mismatched, 
what do we have, what do we need?
• Many targets rely on temporal data for monitoring-

which we lack
• Others need to target 30x30 to cover key areas-but how 

are these areas identified?
• Indicators may be too simple, many useful indicators 

are missing-i.e. BERI, STAR; solid data will be needed 
to make the framework actionable
• No agreed on glossary means many targets may be 

misinterpreted or misused
• Mismatches (or lack of) indicators for certain targets
• So what is the issue with certain key data?



Let’s look at some targets and 
indicators
• Target 5 (+9)
• Sustainable fish stocks?
• IPBES indicates over 50,000 species in trade
• CITES lists around 40,000 (but mainly Orchids)
• LEMIS (US trade) + CITES is 30,000 species

And the indicator is 
inconsistently 
recorded & misses 
ornamental fish



Setting targets-the need for data

• Goal A has the IUCN Red List of species as the 
main species indicator – but does it allow 
prioritisation or monitoring of trends over time?
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Red List as a species indicator?

• The Red List and the Population 500 indicators are 
the only species level indicators
• But, whilst Population 500 is rigorous- it will take 

time to collate data across Taxa
•  The Red List however does not allow monitoring 

over time, and the quality of assessments is hugely 
variable, with smaller taxa having fewer and more 
generic data sources
• This means that for most species we have no data, 

or data points within the timeline of the GBF



Setting targets-do we have the data? 
Target 21 looks at data mobilisation
• To develop meaningful and effective targets we need to 

know what diversity and endemism (as well as threat) 
look like, and to rely on these we need to test that the 
data meets our needs and can provide the information 
necessary for target generation
• For example, 90% of data in major biodiversity data is 

within 2km of a road, and undersamples the most 
diverse regions, with overall under 4% of the worlds 
land covered
• In addition other datasets also have inherent biases that 

impact on priorities generated
• Assessing these biases and their implications is crucial 

for developing effective management solutions
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Baselines
• Understanding the data
• Does the data allow us to develop priorities?
No, data is full of gaps, especially in Asia, and where data 
does exist it’s biased to afew taxa and to developed areas
• Is there an alternative source of reliable data?
Not really, range maps are not always representative, miss 
around 50% of recorded locations, and have demonstrable 
biases
• The IUCN redlist data in particular lacks both the spatial 

and temporal precision to actually enable monitoring or 
target setting



Definitions

• In terms of having meaningful targets-definitions 
matter
• IPBES develops a glossary with reports to ensure 

accurate interpretation, but there is no equivalent for 
the CBD, and often FAO definitions are used
• In terms of Binary indicators in particular (still 

being finalised) small changes, especially with 
qualitative elements could totally alter measures of 
performance

Term Gap Targets where an issue

Participatory integrated biodiversity inclusive 
spatial planning

Not practiced in many countries, lacks a standard 
definition

1

Restoration/rehabilitation Definition and criteria needed 2

Sustainable management Measure of impact needed 3, 4,

Sustainable Needs baseline, monitoring and offtake measures 
in any system

3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20

The ecosystem approach This is meaningless without a definition, likely 
should be ecosystem-based solutions, but this also 
requires a definition

5

Sustainable wildlife trade Needs baseline, monitoring and offtake measures 
in any system

5, 9

Harmful needs measures to define 7, 18
Nature-based solutions needs standards explicitly referred to, to avoid 

greenwash
8, 11

Forest Forest targets require a definition of forest, target 
10 in particular uses a "Forestry" definition of 
forest, the use of both within one framework will 
undermine effectiveness

10

Agroecology needs a definition to avoid greenwash 10

Sustainable intensification needs standards 10

Ecosystem-based solutions needs standards (5) 11
Ecosystem services What services, how they are defined and measured 

needs standards and criteria
11

Sustainable urbanisation needs standards 12



Binary indicators

• Some targets have both binary and headline 
indicators- which may lead to the choice of which 
being used by different countries
• Binary indicators are still under consideration, but 

the degree of qualitative elements will totally 
change what they actually indicate



Moving forwards

• Other metrics: most are not moving forward or not 
representative
• For example, redlist of ecosystems, 4,000 ecosystem units 

have been assessed following the IUCN Red List of 
Ecosystems Categories and Criteria-only 509 are available-
and many (like China) do not follow standards
• Mismatches are not being addressed, meaning most 

indicators do not indicate sufficiently for their target



Where to from here?

• Bad analysis is too easy-but undermines our ability 
to maintain credibility or develop good solutions
• We need to advocate for better targets and 

indicators, but also better link these to other 
processes to ensure the collation of data for 
assessment and monitoring is feasible
• Task forces (like Gbike) can also focus on the 

details around certain indicators to ensure they can 
be reliably rolled out across taxa and regions
• We also need to engage better with parties to allow 

better indicator development and facilitate data 
collation



• Understanding the limits of data it is possible to 
monitor and implement more effectively
• But we need agreed on standards, and protocols for 

selection and monitoring within national plans
• Better data mobilisation is also critical to provide 

data for tracking change, and developing effective 
priorities
• The AHTEG has evaluated indicators which lack a 

methodology, but as yet have not explored 
mismatches or gaps - this is urgently needed

Moving forwards



Thank you



Challenges ahead

• BBNJ-highseas targets may be particularly challenging 
for all reasons-new high seas treaty may help
• “OPEC for biodiversity” may drive regressive action in 

tropical forest areas (Brazil, Indonesia, Congo)
• Supply-chains referenced, but mechanistic elements 

may not be made clearly enough
• Stronger mechanistic elements need to reflect “common 

but differentiated responsibilities”
• An estimated US$ 598-824 billion is needed to reverse 

biodiversity loss by 2030


